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Dresdens??

These handsome embossed foil labels are known to collectors as “Dresden”s for the city in Germany that became synonymous with their manufacture in the 18th and 19th centuries, and continues to make them today. Though they were used by many merchants, most of the examples here were made for the English or American cloth/linen trade, and have spaces at the base for the price per yard.
1. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x3”. [46820]   $25
2. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x3”. [46823] $25
3. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x3.75”. [46825] $25
4. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x3.75”. [46826] $35
5. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3"x3.75". [46827] $35
6. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3.75" x 3". [46831] $35
7. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3.5”x3”. [46832] $25
8. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3.5"x3". [46833]  $20
9. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3.75”x3”. [46834]  $25
10. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3.75"x3". [46835] $25
11. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 4” x 3.5”. [46845] $35
12. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x3.75”. [47013] $25
13. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 4”x3.5”. [47014] $35
14. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 4”x3.5”. [47015] $35
15. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x3.5”. [48246]  $35
16. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x4”. [48237] $35
17. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3”x4”. [48238]
$35
18. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label, about 3.5”x2.75”. [48239] $35
19. 19th Century Dresden Foil Label mounted on paper, about 3" x 3". [44652] $35
That’s All, Folks!